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ARl ABSTRACT

The effect of o'rgaizational structure on software engineering

management has been quantified using graph models of the organizational

flow of control and infozation. Values are assigned to each unit of

lnfozation transmitted (oC) and to each link tozmed (8.The model

Is COnstmIned by the maximum number of interaces that an individual

G"R handle effectively. Optimization of the organizational structure

Is achleved by minimizing the zesult of trade-offs between the OC -s
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CHAPYIR 1

WZDCTI ON

So ware engineering encompasses all activities required

for the planning, design, developaent, generation, aintenance, enhance-

sent and modification of software. Since the most critical resource in

software engineering is creative human thought, people management Is of

paramount Importance. The Importance of the management function on

software engineering projects has been recognized repeatedly in the

litez tre. One survey done in 1975 on the Safeguard Data Processing

System concluded that "the shortage of experienced software managers

an the project posed a more sezious challenge than the shortage of

oxperienced prograaers.
" 1

Since an organization's management policy is implemented

In its organizational structure it follows that the particular organi-

tational structure selected for the management of a software project

wil1 contribute significantly to the degree of success achieved. This

effect was recognized in a report on software modelling studies produced

JJ. Musa and F.M. Woomer , Jr., "Safeguard Data Processing Systems
Software Project Management," Bell System Technical Journal, 1975,
pp. S2 5-sJ5 9 .

.. ... . .. V --
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in 1977, which came to the conclusion that ... the orguzational

utuctuw of the project teaa has a large influence on the productivity,

eliability and quality of the software produced."1  An article in the

December, 79 Issue of Datamation asserted the fact aore forcefullys

*Software managers who succeed in establishing effective organizations

wl enjoy development rates 10200% better than managers who fail "2

If the affect that the organizational structure has on

saftware engineering can be quantified, it wll be possible to select

the optimum structure for any given projecto A quantitative model has

been developed which utilizes graphs of the organizational flow of

cntrol and information. Values are assigned to each unit of information

trasmaitted ( CC ) and each link. formed ().The model is constrained

by the maxinum number of inteeaces that an Individua.l can handle ef-

fectively. Optimization of the organizational structure is achieved by

lninmizing the result of trade-offs between the es 'a and the 6 s .

N*L.Shoo, an and H. Ruston, "Fnal Reports Software Modelling Studies,"
Program in Softwaz- Engineering Poly-E,-77-0, SHS112, Sept. 30, 1.977
Pp. 23 and 24.

2
Zdmnd B. Daly, "Organizing for successful software development,"
Datemating, December 1979, pp. 107 to 120.
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12 Software enaineerina defined

Software engineering is not the same as computer science.

Computer science is the result of an endeavor to transform computer pro-

paing from an art into a science.I At present it includes the fol-

loving b nches or subfields, programming languages and systems, theory

of c mputation, numerical analysis, artificial intelligence, and computer

architecture.
2

Software engineering on the other hand is a direct pro-

duct of programming experience. Ever escalating software costs and

otinual failures of software projects forced software engineers to

search for ways of improving software quality and reduce software costs.

Investigation of methodologies used in other fields of engineering un-

covered the fact (pactically axiomatic) that software engineering

methodology should consist of a disciplined application of the process

of Iteration to the specification, design, coding and testing of software.

In smazy, the computer scientist's responsibility is to

develop computer knowledge and techniques, while the software engineer's

responsibility is to apply the techniques to produce quality software in

Do Xnuth, "Computer Programming as an Art" (1974 ACM Turing Award Lecture).
CACM, Vol. 17, No. 12, Dec. 1974, pp. 667-673.

2

P. Ksia, *Software Engineering and Computer Science," Computer guyazine
Vol. 12, No. 10, Oct. 1979, pp. 87-88.



acost-effective manner. Stated differently, the function of the

(ccoputer) scientist is to kniow, while that of the (software) engineer

La to do* I The computer scientist adds to the store of verified,

systemized kniowledge of the computer-centered world; the software

engineer bings this knowledge to bear on practical r.w

*MMgIneering iiCYClopedia Britannica, 15t-h ed., Val. 6 (llacropaeda),
p. 860o.

Pe Iits op. cit. p. 88.
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1.3 Software engaineerinp manarement

Software engieering enconpasse, all activities required

to Plan, desigm, code, test and modify software in order to meet a set

of requirements.

In most software projects development costs are the total

system costs, since the prototype software system is the only one pro-

duced, This is in sharp contrast with hardware pr,6jecs where large-

scale production constitutes a major portion of s"sAe cost. Sine@ the

meet critical (and expensive) resource in software development is creative

human thought, people-management takes on increased significance. It be-

canes vital that the optimum number and mix of designers, coders, and

teste rs be assigned to the project; that they be organized into the opti-

=m structurel and that they be provided with the required management. tools

for controlling development efforta and documenting results.

Thus, Management of software engineering consists of man-

aging human creativity so as to aximize productivity. This necessitates

Identifying what productivity Is. Brooks has shown that It is not neces-

sarily proportional to charged man-hours. I submit that productivity iz

loisazily a product of management policy as Impleamnted in organizational

struc1 further submit that what is implemented in these key areas

Is a m-anfestation of management philosophy. The relationship between

1i losophyp, policy and organizational structure in depicted in Figure 1.

[ I
P.P Brooks, Jr., "The Mythical Man-onth", Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.,

- Ie e, Mass*., 1975, pp. 83-9.
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Since management philosophy is at the core of the solution

to the software development management problem, it is vital that the

optistm philosophy be selected, asserted, and understood. What Is the

pemesived purpose of the people-management, (or more properly stated,

MZAD-HIP) function?

I subscribe to the philosophy advanced by Greenleaf a

distinguished leader in the management area, who states that the true

leader has to be a servant first.*

A philosophy of servant-leadership translates into a

management policy that facilitates and fosters creativity thereby maxi-

miming productivity. Such a policy is not altruistic but rather based

an sound principles of effectiveness and efficiency.

Robert K. Greenleaf, *Servant Leaderships A Journey into the Nature of
Legitimate Power and Greatness", Paulist Press, New York, N.Y., 1977.
Nv. Greenleaf has served as director of management research at A .T.&T.,
:f a seven years; teaching positions at Dartmouth College and HIarvard
University; consultant to M.I.T., Ohio University, Ford Foundation,
IA. Xellon Foundation, Lilly Endowment, Brookings Institution, and the
American Foundation for Management Resear~ch.



1.J4 Nanaxement-volicvf and OrganizAtional structure

A supportive management policy is implemented chiefly

thouh an organization which provides managers with authority commen-

ograte with their responsibilities, and which promotes and rewards free

atchange of information between individuals, sections and departments.

Organizational structure determines the flow of control-

who controls which resources (human and others), and who has to account

for which results. It also determines the flow of information - who has

access to what,, and what information is collected.

There are practically as many different organizational

strmctures as there are manges However, three distinct types (project,

functional, and matrix) Iemerge, and other structures can be considered to

be a Composite of the basiLc types. These are best LUlustrated by an example.

let us assume a new development organization is required to develop two pro-

jects Project A and Project B. Each project has three major functions to

i~r real-time software development (operating systems), support soft-.

wa~re development (compilers), and hardware development (computers).

Daly, ope cit.# p. 10



Figur 2 shows six separate organizational entities, one

entity for each technology for each project. Now the anner in which we

ombizne these separate organizations winl give us a project organization

ezs ucbre, a functional organization structure, or a matrix orp-n±-

sation st-uct?@.

RBAL-TflU SUPPORT RMtDVARE

SOFTW WARE ORGANIATION

OANIZATION OBANIZATION

PROJECT A PROJECT A PROJECT A

(I.) (z) (3)

REAL-TIMZ SUPPORT RARDWARE

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE OAN IZATION

OIAKIMATION DEAN ATION

PEJCT B PROJET B PROJECT B

() "(6)

PIGURE 2

SIX OERGAlATIONAL ETITIE

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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in a project organization structure (Figure 3) all re-

sazces required to complete a project are organized under a single Line

manager who performs both the technical and adainistaAtive functions.

A f ,ction&l organization (Figure 4) groups all the people associated

with one specialty under a functional anager (e.g., all real-time soft-

vare development f or all projects). A matrix organization (Figure 5

attempts to Incorporate the advantages of the other two basic structures,

project and functional. Personnel are grouped functionally for technical

and administrative purposes, but are responsive to & project manager.

The project manager decides what will be done, while the functional

manager decides how to do the job, and supplies all resources.

The organizational structures that wil be examined using

the quantitative graph model will be made up of elements of the above three

basic types in varying degrees, and therefore will be advantageous or

disadvantageous depending on the value/cost/effort associated with the

model paeametes. The parameter values, In tura, wll be determined by

the management exigencies of a given project.



PROJET A PROJECT B

DIRETOR DIRETOR

FXURZ 3
PECT? ORGANIZATION

FB2URE 4

FUNCTIONAL ORGANZATION

WAG~ER

B
FIGURE5

mATitLc oRcAmIATION
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CHAP=1 2

qUANTITATIVE MODEL THERY

2*1 CGen~l& - Prouctivity mo:delg

Most quanttatve models which exaine the effec of

organizational structur on productivity assume a wrst case" situation.

ShomanI observes that software development productivity is not a direct

function of charged time. Charged time represents raw nav hours composed

of personal time (coffee breaks, conversations, etc.), communication time,

and lastly, prvduct:ve times He assumes that the proportion of personal

time is fixed at 1c% regardless of the organizational structure. However,

the remaining time divisions are highly dependent on the organizational

structure. he proposes a model which breaks the total time (T) into

development time (Td), and communication time (To).

T - Td + To (2.1)

He then postulates that for a project team consisting of Nd workers,

eey team member communicates with every other team ameber. Thus the

number of interfaces is the number of combinations of .1d taken two at a

L.iu -d -Nd (Nd-i (2.2)
12/2' We~ 2

If there are L total lines of code to be developed and Td is measured in

months, then the productivity (P) in lines/month is Siven by

p - L (2.3)
Nd Td

N L. Shooman, "Software Engineerings Reliability, Desi n M'anagement"
craw-ill, Noew York, 1980."
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If we assume that a certain fraction () of the total work time (T) is

spent communication with each Interface, then To the total communication

time fW all the interfaces is given by

To - K? Nd (Nd- 1)/2 (2.4)

Substituting equation 2.1 in equation 2.1 and solving for T yields

T- Td (2.5)
1 - CNd (Nd - )/2

Mltiplying both sides of equation 2.5 by Nd and substituting from

equation 2.3 yields

-n' - U P (2.6)1 - X~d (N, - 0.)/:

The numerator in equation 2.6 predicts a linear variation in man months

with program length; however, the denomination factor produces a plot

which curves upward Indicating a decrease in productivity due to the

increase in Nd for larger programs.

Similarly, TauswortheI measures softvare team productivity

by defining "index of productivity" (P) in terms of the total number of

lines of code (L). number of workers on the project (v), and the average

time each worker spent developing the software (T) by the fomula

P -L (2.?)

T is then split into productive time (Tp) and non-productive time (Tnp)

spent interfacing with each of the other team members.

T- Tp + (v - 1) Thp (2.8)

1
R3C. Tauaworthe, "Standardized Development of Computer Software",
Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1977, Chapter 10.

- - - - - - -V



ge then postulates that the individual productivity level (P1) that

each team member must sustain during his "Productive" time periods so

that the team have overall productivity P is given by

PI L WP (2.9)
Tp 1 - (W - 1)(TnpiT)

After extensive formula manipulation he arrives at the

conlusion that the amount of code that a project can produce per day

has a maximum value, found to be
T~maz Pi I2+ (TniRIT) I + ((pTTnp/T""PiL (!IitZIF (TnDrTI 2.10)

T.max 2 (Tnp/T)L 2 J

where the figure in braces represents the loss in personnel efficiency.

This maximum production rate is achieved when the team size is

S- I + ( /)(2.11)

Ne then concludes that a project hoping to deliver L lines

within time T using U workers having individual integrated-task producti-

vities Pi must keep their non-productive index (Tnp/T) within the bound

If there is to be success.



2.2 guntitative =&ph model

2.2.1 Concevt

thThe preceedirng two models assume that each team mem ber

j~~cswihevery other team member. What ifteta sOrganized

into & different Structure? A quantitative model has been developed1

which utilizes graphs of the organizational flow of control and flow of

Information structures to evaluate the effect of alternate organizational

stuctures on the number of communication paths, and an the volcme of in-

famation flowing through each path. The concept is illustrated. in Figure

6. The lateral paths in the information flow model are analogous to the

pre-reviev discussions implemented in the "Generic Engineer" concept,2

and are considered to be essential to effective monitoring of progress.

The models can easily be extended or transported to desired level of

detail.

I
A. Kershenbanm, "Software Management Models: A Graph Theoretic Approach
to System Morphology", Unpublished summary, presented at the SO FTY re-
search meting, Feb. 5, 1979, Polytechnic Inst~tute of New York,
Pazzingdale, N.Y.

T.B. Synnott, III, (Bell Laboratories), "Managing Software Development -
Requirements to Delivery", Proceedings, Computer Software and Application
Conerence, 78, Palmer House, Chicago, p.* 19.
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2.2.2 Qgbs model Parametmr

2.2.2.1 Basic pR&Meters

To Mlustrate the graph parameters we will decompose a

problem, P, into three subproblems - P1, F2, P3 - of identical sixe.

Thus Instead of solving Ps we can solve PI. P2 and P3. The three sub-

problems are in general1 related to one another, i66., some effort must

be expended in having them communicate with one another or coordinate

them. (This may take the faim of engineers spending time coordinating

their proposed solutions to software subproblems), We wish to study

the affect of the shape of the system on its overaU cost or complexity.

Two alternative organizations will be compared. In case I. (Figure 7 (a))

each person communicates directly with every other person. In case 2

(Figure 7 (b)) all communication is routed through a central point (P2).

Case 1 Came 2
(a) (b)

T2IMM 7



Let Lab be the amount of information exchange required between persons

a and b in orer to complete their tasks. We define a constant, cC as

the amount of effort per unit of information exchanged, L.e., the total

effort tequirmed to exchange lab units of iormation Is Cc iab.

We define another constant, /0 , as the amount of effort

associated with the existance of a direct communicat on path between any

pair of persons. This corresponds to the overhead cost of establishing

direct communication which is independent of the amomnt of information

exchanged (e.g. the cost of having a meeting, not counting the time spent

actually exchanging information). For problem P, lettirg lab - I for all

a b, (io.eo, constant inf'ormation exchange) it can be shown (see Appendix A)

that direct communication (Figure 7 (a)) is more efficient if 5 ' <C 1, and

the use of an intemediary (Figure 7 (b)) is better fr a( I < 4

Ceneraiziz g, in the case where the iab's are differen+, the use of an inter-

medi ry Is efficient if

and there is some a such that direct Interaces between (a and c) and

(b and a) exist.

It is apparent that the value assigned to the model para-

mters, CC and,$ will determine the optimum structu o This is realistic

in e the importance given to accuracy of informatim and interpersonal

Interaction will vary from one project to another.

A goss analysis of the nodel as developed to this point

reveals that a

(i.) if cC I ab is small1 relative to R -implying either
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that very little off ort In required to transmit one unit of inf Jmation

over one link (aC is small), or that very few units of information are

required to be exchanged between a and b (iab is s1ll) - then the use

of Intermediaries is favored.

(ii) if C 1ab is large relative to 4 - implying that

the overhead cost of a direct link is small compared to the cost of ex-

changing information - then the use of direct communication is favored.

ai'
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2.2.2.2 Reninement .7 the aretes

2.2.2.2.1 Information dea-adation

Software engineering management information is transmitted

versally, in wrt ng, and through transcription* The accepted retention

rete for information transmitted verbally is between 00% and 60%. The

Lntegzity of information transmitted in writing and via transcription is

higher. A realistic aveS9 degradation of inforation content for any

one transfer of information will therefore be taken to be 15%.

A ORIGINAL INFORMATION

*-11% DEADAT ION

B IF 1 PACKAGE

1% DEGRADATION

C IMFo 2 PACKAGE

- 15% DEGRADATION

D IM 3 PACKAGE

45% - TOTAL DMGRADATMN

RADATION OF SOMAR EGDIMM

MANAGDEMr IMFRKATION UPON ITANSFR
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Ve illustrate the concept of infoormation degradation in

Figure 8. An original information package is to be exchanged successively

among four individuals (A,B,C and D). In being transmitted from A to S

the original information content suffers a 15% degradation yielding the

new information package, info 1. Info I in turn is degraded by 15% in

the transmission from B to C yielding Info 2. Info 2, when transmitted

from C to D, is similarly degraded yielding Info 3. If D were to com-

zunicate the Info 3 package back to A, we would find that little more

than half the original information content remains.

Our graph model takes Into account information degradation

by incorporating it into OC, the cost of transmitting one unit of inform-

ation over one link. The degradation cost is essentially the cost of

checking for and correcting errors. Thus, information degradation is

directly proportional to the number of Information units transmitted, and

to the number of links over uhich the information is propagated.

IT

L I II
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2.2.2.2.2 Camacitv constraints

There is a limit to the number of interfaces that one in-

dividual can handle. (Were this not so, then the lower boundary on the

number of links required would be represented by the case in which there

exists only one. intemediary through which everyone comunicates.) This

capacity constraint has been studied extensively for organizational flow

at control. Theories and techniques for optimizing an individual's span

of control abound. In an organization where the work is simple, routine,

and repetitive - like the basic kind of assembly work - a supervisor

might be able to handle 25 to 30 people and do all the necessary super-

visory work. If, however, the work managed is variable the superviscr

must spend more time to set objectives, to train, and to put in new

methods, and consequently cannot handle as many people.

In the realm of software engineering management is quite

a complex function; therefore, an individual supervisor can supervise

only a limited number of people. Edward Schleh attacks some traditional

methods of "spanning the gap". He refers specifically to the tendency

among companies to feel that they have so many supervisors at the first

level that they could easily cut out one or two, have each remaining one

handle a little more, and still get by. This is an illusion. One large

pape plant did this and found, within three years, that its coats in-

creased 15 percent, and quality slipped. Costs and quality improved only

Edward C. Schleh, "Managing for Successo Capitalizing on each Individual"
=3 Engineering .anagement Review, Volume 7, Nmber 4, December 1979,

pp,33-41
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after the span of contral for each foraman was decreased and each could

handle his work.

On the other hand, executives often fail to grasp that

many of their communication problems come from too long a management

chain* If the first supervisory level is not beyond its span of control,

the second and third can handle many more managers. In one plant a super-

Intendent supervised four foremen. When the foremen were set up with

cre &nageable span of control and trained to supervise, a superintendent

could supervise eight to nine for en. Communication problems up and down

the line were greatly decreased because problems were solved In most cases

by the foremen.

When applied to organizational flow of control and organi-

zational flow of information graphs, capacity constraints may cause an

otherwise optimal solution to become unfeasible. For example, the lower

bound solution of making one person an intermediary for all others, general-

ly optimal for d > > dC may be unfeasible as it places a tremendous burden

on the intermediary and ay violate his capacity const=aints. In such a

situation, (not uncommon in the functional organization structure), it may

be neceessary to int;oduce additional personnel strict1y as intermediaries

in order to satisfy the capacity constraints. For a given person (a), if

we let his total capacity equal Ca and the capacity required to solve the

subproblem assigned to him equal to Ra, then his spare capacity available

for communication (Sa) is equal toat

Sa - Ca - Ra

In order for a feasible solution to exist

Ieo, each person must haye at least enough spare capacity to handle his

own communication requirements plus one interface to someone else.
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CXAP rI 3

APPCATION OF THE QUANTIATITE GRAPH MODEL

TO SELTED ORCAN=ATION L STRUCTUTR

3.1 General

The quantitative graph model will be applied to the three

basic orgwization structures depicted in Figures 3, 4 and 5 (project,

functional and matrix), and to selected composite organizational structuies.

the flow of control graph will be taken as forming a lower constraint on

the number of links required for transmitting information without violatng

the capacity constraints of the persons involved. Adoption of an upper

constraint was more difficult. The theoretical upper limit occurs when

tnere exists a direct link between every pair of persons in the organization.

This is obviously not desirable. An intermediate inforaation model which

consists of the control graph links plus links for direct !atersl exchange

o information was selected.

In the remainder of this chapter, the graph models will

utllise a solid line ( ) to represent a direct link between two in-

dividuals, and a broken line (- ) to represent requirements for in-

fomation exchange which are satisfied via the use of intermediaries (i.e.,

for which direct links do not exist).

The control and Liformation graphs will be compared for

each organizational structure and a = ossover point between direct com-

untiiiation and the use of an interediary established based on the relative

values of .and or i.
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In a real-life situation the process could be'applied

either as described above or in reverse. By initially determing the

value o OC and e for a particular organization structure, and

analyzing the flow of information within the organization one would then

be able to select the optimum organizational sttare which minimizes

the total cost/effort of the sum of all the CC Vs plus the. 4s.

lgures 9 to 18 graphically depict the organizational infomation flow

within the three basic organization structures and within two real-life

organization structures - the Canadian Forces VSM and the Texas Instruments

CST structures - which are composites of the basic organization structures.

As an illustration of how the graph models work, let us

consider Figure 9 and Figure 10 which depict the information flow within

the project organtization structure (one of the three basic organization

structures). Figure 9 depicts information flow through the control graph

model which represents a lower bound on the number of direct links required

for transmitting information without violating the capacity constraints of

the persons involved.

The solid lines represent actual direct links available for

tranmitting information. Both the solid lines and the broken lines re-

present. a requirement to exchange information bebee the individuals joined

by the line. Hence the information exchange requirenents ialb for the case

in which a and b are joined by a broken line must be transmitted along an

xisting solid line (e.g., Q has a requirement to exchange information

with 0 as indicated by the broken line Joining than. Since no direct

link exists between ( and the unit of information il must be
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tranjitted successively along gaph paths 1,2 and 2,4.) (notes graph

path ab represents a direct link between a and b along which nformation

can be transmitted, and is depicted by a solid line). Figure 9 includes

the infozation flow along graph path 1,2 (11.2 + 1., + t1.5 + i16 + 12,3)

and along graph path 399 (i1,9 + 1 3,9 + ±799 + 1899) for illustatve purposes

nLly. Table I lists all the graph paths along with the information trans-

mitted along each.

Figure 10 depicts information flow through the information

graph model which contains the direct links found in the control graph model

(Pigure 9) plus direct links for lateral exchange of information. The in-

formation exchange requirements are identical to those found in the control

model, Therefore, utilization of the information graph model results in an

increase in the number of direct links between persons (the lateral links),

and a corresponding decrease in the number of graph -paths along which the

=nits, of information have to be transmitted. Table 2 lists all the graph

paths found in Figure 10 along with the information transmitted along each.

Siilarly, Figures 11 to 18 and Tables 3 to 6 and 8 to 11 depict the in-

formation flow within the remaining basic and composite organization

structures.
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3.2 Basic ommaization gtmuctures

3.2.1 Proiieot-orgnization strucoture =&p~h models

2 L2 +

iI~

I1
7,

.00

PROJECT ORGANMATION STRUCTUE

CONMRL eIRAP MODEL
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TABLE I

PROJET ORGAN=ATION STRUCTURE CONTROL MODEL

GRAPH PATH DFORMATION TRANSM ,n'rE

1,2 ±1,2 + 11,. + 1 95 + 1,6 + '2,3

1.3 11,93 + i1,? + i1,8 + 1 19 + '2.3

2,4 1,9 + 12,4 + :4. 5 + i4,6

295 1i, 5 + 12,5 + '4,5 + '. 6

2,6 '1 ,6 + '2,6 + 14,6 + '5,6

3,7 11, + 1397 + 17 8 + 17,9

3,8 1, 8 + 1 3.8 + 178 +  9

1,9 3,9 7,9 8,9
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+ 1 3110

PROJET ORGAZ4=ATION STRUCTUE

nWMATION GRAPH MDL
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TALE 2

PROJECT ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE DIFORMATION MODEL

GRAPH PATH IFORMATION TRANSMITTED

1,2 11,2 + ,:1 + l, 5 +11, 6

1,0 11,3 + i ,7 + il,8 + 11,9

293 'L2.3

2,5 1,5 + '2,.5

2,6 i,6 + '2,6

,7 1 + 1
1. 397

3,8 11,8 + 13 8

39 il9 + 1 39

,6 :4,6

7,8 '7,8

7t9 'L79

8,9 18,9
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3.2.2 Functional omgnization structure emphi models

1192 + :11,3 +h9

+ '293 + '2,o4

+ 16,8 + 161

23.---

I, I + '6910+ '8,10

6 8 10

I I0

]PU IOA RA=TOSTUUE

CONRO MI-HOE
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TABLE 3

FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE CONTROL MODEL

GRAP11 PATH IFORMATION TRANSMIrT

192 '1,2 + 11.5 + L196

+ '2,3 + 12, 4

+ 15,7 + ±5,9

+ 16,8 + 16,10

1,3 t1,3 + 11ol + 1,8

+ '2,3 + t3, 4

+ 15,7 + ±7,9

+ 1698 + 18gl0

1,4 1. + ±1,9 +. ±1,10

+ 1294 + ±3,4

+ ±5,9 + 17,9

+ 16,10+ 18,10

2,5 l',1 + t2,5 + ±5,7 ±5.9

2,6 11,6 + 12. 6 + 16.8 + 16.10

3,7 ±j,7 + ±3,7 + '5t7 + 17,9

3o8 '1. 8 
+ 11,8 +- L6,8 + 18.10

,9 11,9 + i4,9 + 15,9 + 17,9

4,1o 11,10+ 4.,10+ 16,10+ 18,1o



±1.2 11. 11~,6 lii \\

'7Icm~ 12

FUZNCTICK&L ORCANIZATION STRUCTURE

DIFQRMATION GRAPH MODEL
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FUNCIONAL ORGANMATION STRUCTUR DITORMATION MODEL

CRAMH PATH ZIFVEMA2ION TRANSM=T

293 '2.3

2,~i.12,4

2,5 195 + 12t5

2,6 1196 + '2.6

397 ±j,7 + ±3.7

4099 + ~

5.9 15.9

6,8 '6,8

6910 16,io



"74ur 13 and Figure 14. notes.

1) Information exchange requirements over two or more

organizational levels (e.g. 1,7; 1,13; 4,13) have not been included

(as dashes) in the graph, in order to make the graph more readable.

Nowever, they are included under "information transmitted" and taken

into consideration when calculting the tradeoffs between4and C I.

2) L1,8; io ; 1,10; i11i ±1,12; and 11,13 appeax

twice. Project iniformation is transmitted via ( and 0 while

technical information is transatted via G



1194 + 115i 19 1,

+1is+1.g+ 11

92 it

+ 139+111

?IOU+ 13,1

.. ~j Z i~ I .. . . .. . . I..I .



TABLE 5

VMI ORGAN IATION STRUCTUE CONTROL MODL.

GRAPH PATH D0IM TION TRANSNrf=h

192 i1,2 * '1,8 * 11,9* 10

14 ~1.4 + '1 ,5 + k,.6 " '1.7 it + £ loj,

+ 11,i0+ 11,11+ L1,l2+ ij 43

2,8 11,8 + '2.8 + 8.9+ So

2,91 11910+:2,1 8,1+19,10

2,12 il1i3 2,1Oil,O + 11,13

3413 11,1+ '13t '11,13 + '12.13

4t5 11.3+ 14,5 + i1,8 + 'I'll + i4t8 + 14,11

49.6 11,6 + 14.6 '1 ,9 + '1,12 + '4,9 + 4,12-

4t? lit? +114t7 + £'10 11 + 4to '41~3

5,8 1108 +149,8 +159

5,11 Lu.1l+ 14,Il 15.11

6,9q 'log + '409+ '609

7,13 11,13+ ±4v13+ 17,10
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14+11 1.2 + + t.5 196 +1 lt7 + 108 + It9
+ 149 + litio 1,10+1 loll+ :L 1#12+ 11,,13

Ilp7 + '4P7 + 11tio

+ 11#13+ 14tlo+ 1401

7

I tl3+ 14t13

+ 1L7pl-I

2

11.10 
10

+12olo

1142 
12

13

14
mxu=,rjO"; 

S7

MWMUTION axuw NODZL



TABU 6

N= ORGA=ATML4 STRUCTUR DIMTORAIN NOMM

GRA.if PATH 4M TONI TRANSMr=T

192 11.2 + 11,8 + 11,9 + 11,10

193 11,3 11,11+ 11,12+ 1,13

1 11.4 + 11.5 +11.,6 + tl,7 +11$ 8  'log9

+ 11,.10+ 1,1 11, 12 +  1,13

2,8 11,8 + 12. 8

299 11.9 + 12v9

2.10 11,10+ 12,10

3911 11911+ 13r1l

3o12 11o12 + 13412

3.13 11,1+ ±3,13

±1,5 + 145 + 1,8 + 1i,1i + 14,8 + 4,11

406 1196 + 14,6 + ±1,9 + 1912 + 14,9 + 14,12

497 11,7 + 14.7 + 11.10+ 11.13 + 14,10+ 14, 3

5,8 11,8 + 1i4,8 + 15,8

5,11 11.11+ i,11 15,11

6,9 11.9 + '4,9 + 16.9

6,12 11,12+ 1 4,12+ '6,12

7,10 11io0o+ ' g.1o+ 7,10

7,13 11#13+ -±,:j3



TAXL 6 COliTD=U

XNIXRX ORGANATION STRUCTURE BWIORMATION MODEL

GXAPH ATH EFtRMATION TRANSMITTED

8,A0 18, 10

9,10i.1

11,12 11912

11,13 .112,13
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3.2.4 Analysis of the basic organization structure rTaph models

If we let ia,b - I for all ab (i.e., constant ±rformation

tzmasfer), then summing the units of infozmation tzansaitted over all

paths in each of the control and information graphs for the project,

fumctional and matrix organization structures (as listed in Tables 1,2'

3,4,5 and 6) yields the results shown in Table 7.

As an example, let us compare (refer to Tables 1, 2 and 7)

the effort required to transfer Information utilizing the control model or

the infoumation model for the project organization structure. The project

control model (Table 1) contains 8 gaph paths or direct links (84), and

transmits 31 units of information (341) each of which require an amount of

effort C . Thus the total Information transfer effort for the model is

The project infomation model (Table 2) contains 15 graph

paths (5,6) and transmits 27 units of information (271) each of which

require an amount of effort oC Thus the total information transfer ef-

fort for the model is 27 (CC I) + 151,.

___________ .... . ..._______I__________1_.... ____- __" - - - --"~--



TANZ 7

DIFORMATION TRANSFER M0RT

-FOR T BASIC ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

GOANIZATION STRUCTURE DIORMATION 'mNSFIR EFFORT

CONTROL IFORMATION
MODEL MODEL

PsW'CT 3 y(PI) + 8t 27(WI) +1I

PUNCTIONAL 51 (I) + 9 28(41) +169

MATRX 7 (P() +18 7 (dl) +24*



If ve now let Q I - 1 (i.e., nomalize with respect to

1I) and equate the total effort xptsnded in the control nodel with the

total effort expended in the infozmatlon model, we obtain the cost-effective

Cross-over point between direct comunication and the use of an inteiiediay.r

From Table 7 we see that, for the project organization structure, the infor-

nation model total effort is 27 ( QCI) + 1516 while the control model total

effort is 34 ( o( I) + 8 ,9 . Nomalizing with respect to OC I and equating

the two efforts:

27?+ 15,e-34 +8/S

7,S- 7-

Hance, for the project organization structure the overhead cost of main-

taining a direct communication link ( ) between a and b must exceed the

total cost of exchanging infoxmation across the link ( C Lab) before the

utilization of an intezmediary becomes cost-effective. Table 13 shows

the t ade-offfs between the control and information models over a range

of values for .

Similarly, for the functional organization model the cross-

ove point occurs at

28+ 16,6 - 51 + 9 4J

74d - 23

- 3 .3
and for the matrix organization model the cross-over point occurs at

72 + 24 9 78 + 18

64- 6

The czoss-Qver point.s for the project., functional aid matzix organization

stuctures are depleted graphically in Figre 19.



3 CgpMosite origtzati on structures

In this section two recl-life organUation structures will

be exained. These do not correspond identically to any one of the three

basic structures but rather display features of two or more of the genewc

structures. The first to be examined will be the Canadian Forces Weapon

Systems Software Management (WS1) strctu=e. This il. be followed by the

Texas Instrument Objectives, Strategies and Tavt-s (CT) structure.

ii
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3.3.1 The Canadian Forces WSM structure

The VSK st uctu e is utAlized by the Canadian Forces to

mnage the maintenance and modification of airborne embedded software.

The organization consists of a field support facility

which implements urgent changes as required, and a headquarters facility

which controls and implements periodic block changes. Coplete and

tisely information exchange between the "patchers" in the field and the

"updaters" at headquarters is vital. Figures 15 and 16, and Tables 8

and 9 document the structure and information flow for the control and*

infraton model*
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TABLZ 8

CANADIUN FORCES WSM CONTROL MODEL

GRAPH PATH DFVORMATION TRANSMIrTED

192 11.2 + 12,3 + 114 11,5 + il,6 + 11,7

+ i4,8 + 15,9 + 6,10+ 17,11

1,3 '1, + +23 + +18 1 1,9 + 11,10+ 'I,11

+ 14.,8 + 15,9 + 16,10+ 17,11

2,4. 4,4 + 12,4 + 14,8

2,5 il.5 + 12,5 + 15,9

2,6 11.6 + 12,6 + 16,10

297 .1.7 + 12,7 + i7.11

3,8 11,8 + 13,8 + i,8

319 11,9 + 13,9 + ±5,9

3,10 11,10+ 3,10' 16,10

3,11 11,11+ 1 ,11+ 17,1l

...................... 1



+ 1196 + L19

+* L3911

6 10,1

FIOURI 16

CANADIAN FORCES VSM,

INFORMIATION GRAPH MODEL



TABLE .9

CANADIN FORCES WSM nWFOETIO , MODI

MAN PkTE DFORMATION TRANSMITTED

1,2 11,2 + l194 + '1,5 + 1, 6 + ±1,7

1,3 11,3 + 1i,8 + 11,9 + L1,10+ '1,11

2,3 12.3

2,3 il + 12*

2,5 ±±.5 + t,

2,6 1,6 + 296

2,? 11,7 + 12,7

3,8 1e,8 + 13,8

399 1. 9 
+ t'3.9

3,10 11.10+ ±:3,10

3911 I'll1 + 13.11

14.8

309 1'3.9

6,10 16,10

7,11 17,11

I,
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3.3.,2 The Texas Ir. trument. OST structu'e

The Objectives, Strate&ies and Tactics (O.3.T.) system is

utilized by Texas Instruments (T.I.) to manage the development and ap-

plication of innovation.1  It is T.I's way of cleaxly segregating

"strategic" expense from "operating" expense. As a result of the O.S.T.

system, two quite different organizational structures coexist at Texas

Instruments.

The operating organization, which deals with day-to-day

business activities, is a relatively permanent and conventional form of

decentralized organization. This structure is overlaid by the OST organi-

zation, which is fluid, project-oriented and unbound except by funding

limitations. The OST system provides the capability to create strategic

pp s that attack new opportunities without creating new permanent

organizational structures; instead, resources are mobilized to achieve

objectives, and then when the job is done, are remobillIzed in a different

matrix for the next problem.

The CST manager wears two hats.- one as the head of a

strategic organization, the other as the head of a pemanent organizational

entity.

The WST system utilizes a "project" organizational structure,

and overlays the "functional" organizational structure used by the operating

organization. Thus it is similar to the "matrix" organization except that

the texpora.? O.S.T. project managers are chosen fra among the functional

Mark Shepherd, Jr. and Fred Bucy, Texas Instruments, "Innovation at Texas
Instmuments" Computer magazine Vol. 12, No. 9, Sept. 79, pp. 82-90



managers employed in the permanent operating organization. The resulting

overlay organization is depicted in Figures 18 and 19. Broken circles

r&present the permanent operating organization. The solid circles

overlaying them represent the temporay OST organization. Only the control

structure of the operating organization is represented, and no analysis

is perfomed since it is identical to the "functional" model presented in

Figures 11 and 12.
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TABLE 10

TEXAS fISTRUMENTS CST

COZITROL GRAPH MODEL

GRAPH PATH INORMATION TRANSMITTED

3,6 13,6 * '6,8 * '6,9

* 3,8 13,8 + 16#8 + 18,9

3,9 '3,9 + '6,9 + 18,9

path already exists from "functional" underlay- hence there is no

requirment for an additional direct link ( ). Hover, ad-

diticnal (CST) Infamation is transmitted along the existing link

giving rise to CC I units of extra eort.

d!
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TALE 11

TEL'S INSTRU.T CST

DIORMATIOCN CRAPH MODEL

GRAPH PATH INFORMATIO: .RA. t

3,6 1'3,9

6,8 16,8

6,9 16, 9

8,9 18,9

* path -Iready exists from "functional" underlayl hence there Is no

e@qui rment for an additonal direct link ( ). Howver, ad-

ditional (OST) izfazatton is transmitted along the existing link

giving rise to CC I units of ext effort..



3*303 Analysis of the colposite organization stUcUe =a-h
models

If ve let i - I for all ab (i.e., constant informationa,b

transfer), then summing the units of inforzation transmitted aver all paths

In each Of the control and Information g-aphs for the WSM and OST orwgni-

sati.n st=ctumes (Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11) yields the results shomn in

Table 12.

TAMLE 12

DOMTION TRANSFER EFFORT

FOR Ta COMPOSITE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTUR

0GeANIZATION STRUCTURE DOFORMATION TRANSFE EFFORT

CONTROL INFORMATION
MODEL MODEL

vsM 44(cI) + 10,$( I + 15

ORS 9(.k) + 2( oC ) + 5. 4

-r---I-~-
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Lettn~g I - 1, we an express relative to It

then equating the total effort expendud in the eontral model with the

total effort expended In the .information model, we obtain the cost-ef-

fective cross-over point between direct communication and the use of an

intemediary. For the VSM model the cross-over point occurs at

31 +15,0 -44+ too&

54,a -13

je - 2.6

and for the OST model the crcs-over point occurs at

6+54- 9+24

3,9



5i Analysis of the Bagsic and Comnosite oyjWAzatIon strc+.utes

The nfuVration transfer efforts for the basic and composite

models over a range of values of /c I are presented in Table 13. Taking

the Project organization st ructue as an example, we see that for a value

C /o/ IoC - I (which is determined by the dynamics of a particular

orgmnization) the information transfer effort for the control model and

the iLemati model is the same and equals 42 units of effor,. If the

value of/ IcC I is varied ap and down by 50% in order to test the sen-

sitivity of the models to the parameters we find that for 4fo i - .r ,

the infomation model utilizes 3.5 units of effort 2es than the control

madel (34.5 versus :38) while for c 1 1.5 the Information model

utilizes 3.5 units of effort L than the control model (49.5 versus 46).

Im ......- -.
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TABLE 13

INTORMATION TRANSFER EFRSFOR THE~ BASIC AND COMPOSITE MIODELS OVER A

RANG OFVALUES OF

ORG. STRUCT. (MODEL) EFFORT /0C I

FORM'LA .5 1.0 1.5 2.6 3.3 5

PROJECT(CONTROL) Y +8638 1a6

1.0 (IN]FORMATIoN) 2? + 135d 34I.5 (49.5

FUNCTIONAL (CONTROL) 51 + 9,6 64.5 (0. 96

__ (NFOrnIMATION) 28 + 16,6 52 8.108

MATRIX (CONTROL) 78 + 184 87 105

1.0 (INFORMATION) 72 + 244$ 81& 108

VSM (CONTROL) J4 + 1o 59 94

26(INOMATION) 31+15,,& 53- 106

CS (CoNTRoL) 9 2/6 10 ( )12

10 (INFORMATION) 6 + 5'8.5 @ ~ 13.5

DEFORMATION TRANSFER EFFORT

0 -- repressfts cost-efective cros-over points,and their aftOCated transfe efforts,
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An Wtaminaton of Table 13 reveals that for the "Project"@

"Matrz" and "OST" organizational stxctures the Information model Is more

effective than the control model for < cC I (i.e.. the cost of a

link is less than the cost of exchanging information). For the "Funtional"

and the "VSM" organizational stmuctures the Inforuation model is ore ef-

fective for d .3 OC I and /' < 2.6 o- I respectively.

Figue 19 depicts the cost-efective cross-over points

between direct comunication links and the use of an intermediary for the

basic and composite organization stuctures.
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CRAPTR 14

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTONS FOR rt'-7 RESURCH

Conclusion

This thesis has examined two premises:

a) that the effect of organizational structure an soft-

ware engineering management can be quantified, and

b) that an organization structure which promotes lateral

exchange of information maximizes productivity.

Priomse A has been shown to be true. The effort associated

with the existence of a direct communication link between two individuals

independent of the amount of information transmitted and the effort as-

sociated with the transmission of information between these two Individuals

have been quantified as the parameters,6 and OZ I respectively. The

quantitative parameters were then applied realistically to organizational

structures wherein the constraint on the maximum number of interfaces that

an Individual can handle effectively was set by the control structure of

the organization.

Plmise has been proven tzue for a subset of values of

the organizational parameters ,, and C I In Table 13 the value of 8

relative to oCI is varied fro 0.5 to 5.0 for both the control and in-

fomation models of every organizational structure. The information model

1epresents the type of organization advocated by proise B. The effective-

ness of lateral exchange of information within an organization is identified

as being dependent on the relative value of,4 with respect to OC I, and

the cost-effective boundary for its application is determined. Figure 19

graphically depicts the cross-Over points for each organization structure.



The fact that the behavior of the Innovative "OST"

egamLization structure model can be reduced to that of the basic Opro-

ject" model shows the innate strength of the quantitative graph models,

If we had chosen to analyze (in Figures 18 and 19, and Tables 10 and 11)

the underlying operating organization in addition to +he OST structjre,

then the model would have behaved like the basic "Matrix" model. It is

therefore concluded that the wide applicability of the quantitative graph

models has been demonstrated.
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4a.2 Sumgestions for f-utur research

Certain assumptions and siaplifications have been made in

this thesis to provide a framework upon which the quantitative graph models

could be examined. Two such assumptions ares

a) the relationship between management philosophy, management

policy and organization structure depicted In Figure It and

b) the linearity of the OC 's and . 's.

Possible future research topics include

a) the distortion of management philosophy when applied as

policy, and the. distortion of policy when implemented in organization

b) a study of the quantitative graph model behavior when Cr

and,,d are non-linear, and

a) a comparison of Shooman's and Tausworthe's productivity

models.
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APMDDfl A

Optimizsationi of decomposition of Poblem P (Figures7)

uti.izing trade-offa between pmaaeters and

1 +1133

.' 13so~c P3i PIa 1?)

41
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Parameters,

1ab - the amount of Information exchange between a and b

Ot - the constant amount of effort per unit of information exchange.

- the constant amount of effort associated with the existance

of a direct interface between any pal of persons, independent

of the amount of information exchanged.

Considering Initially only the effort required to ex-

change Information, if all persons communicate directly, as In Figure 7 (a).

the total communication effort is minimized and equals,

ZOClab (A-i)
ab

If$ however, some communication takes place through an

intermediate point, as in Figure 7 (b), the effort is increased to

T C la b + a  ( c) (A-2)
albb

wherO ilab (c) - ab if point c is an intermedia.ry for traffic between

a and b, and is zero otherwise. T us, in the simple case where the effort

to communicate is linear in the magnite of the requirement for information,

direct communication is optimal.

Bowevert, the cost of the existence of a direct communication

link independent of the amount of information exchange (fS), must be con-
sidered.

Given N persona, the coat associated with the existance

of a direct interface between every pair is

( N)(K - (A-3)
It lntemediaries are used to perform ao* of the intewfaces, this effort

Is educed to

(N) (N -UTL ) ~ ab(c))G (A-)

a~b~c
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where U(x) is the unit step function (i.e., U(x) - 1 for X)O and

U(x) -0 otherwise).

Comparing expressions (A-2) and (A-4) above, in particular,

comparing the last term in each expression we observe a basic tradeoff

i.o.. the use of intermediaries increases the effort which is linear in

the amount of information transferred and correspondingly decreases the

effort required to maintain interfaces independent of the amount of in-

formation transferred. Combining equations (A-2) and (A-4) leads to a

more general (and realistic model of the overall effort (E)s

z " ib + Oc L I'b(c) + J(n)(n-I) - ' U(iab(c))g (A-5)
a&b &,bc &,blc

where summation of the first te is over aCb, since Iab has been defined

as the total requirement between a and b. We let iaabn 0 for ab because

we do not want to count requirements twice.

Rarraging terms in expression (A-5) we gets

3ui l~(ab + 16.1 ~ i b (0) 1 U(' ab(c)J (A-6)

a&b a9btc
a~b a(b.

The first sum in (A-6) is the total effort associated with

direct communication between persons. The second sum is the additional

effort (possibly negative) of using intermediaries. Thus, a basic optini-

=mtAon problem exists with respect to ainizisng the second term.

' _ _... .. _ , ,_ -_ - .. . .,__ _
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For example, In the above, suppose Lab I I for all a(b,

Theng in case I (Figure 7 (a))
3 - X(.C + )(I7

and, In case 2 (Flgurp 7 .%b))
;~ •- X(o~l +,' (dc , ) (A-8)

Amal.zin the lst tez= of (A-8), we see that direct

camunication is better IfA,4 I, and the use of an intzediazy is

better otherwise. 1

A* ershenbaum, op. cit.,

. .. .... . ....
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